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By Rafiu Ajakaye

LAGOS, Nigeria - Death toll from 
Nigeria’s floods has risen to 108, the 
country’s official relief agency said on 
Monday.
In a statement, the National 

Emergency Management Agency said 
441,251 people were affected in 50 
municipalities.
The agency said 141,369 people were 
displaced by the floods that have 
affected 12 of Nigeria’s 36 states.
Last week, Nigerian President 

Muhammadu Buhari had declared the 
flooding a national disaster and ordered 
the agency to cater to the victims -- a 
declaration followed by a tour of the 
affected areas by Vice President Yemi 
Osinbajo.
About 13,031.... 

Total of 441,251 people were affected in 50 municipalities, relief agency says

Death toll from Nigeria’s floods hits 108

MORE DETAILS

‘London wants 
to be partner of 
growth in Turkey’
By Tayfun Salci

LONDON - London wants 
to be a partner of growth in 
Turkey’s business sector, 
said Lord Mayor of London 
Charles Bowman.
In an interview with Anadolu 
Agency prior to visiting 
Turkey, Bowman said that 
is the main objective of his 
visit.
The UK and Turkey have 
strong trade relations and 
achieved a trade level of $20 
billion in 2017, he said.
Bowman said he is excited 
about visiting Turkey this 
week and has five objectives 
during the visit.
They include providing 
reassurance that in the 

context of Brexit, London 
and UK financial and 
professional services will 
remain preeminent and 
to enhance the strong ties 
between Turkey and the UK 
built over a number of years.
Bowman said the other 
objectives are to develop, 
harness and leverage bilateral 
opportunities in trade, 
investment and business, 
innovation in financial and 
professional services and 
engaging with Turkish 
communities and businesses 
with relation to the Business 
In Trust - a program run by 
the Lord Mayor of London.
Underlining that as Lord 
Mayor of London, he is 
acting... MORE DETAILS

Turkish troops support 
education in Kosovo
By Talha Ozturk

BELGRADE - An opening 
ceremony was held at Haziz 
Tola Primary School in 
Prizren city Monday for 
nine classrooms that were 
renovated and equipped 
by the Kosovo Turkish 
Representative Committee 
Presidency within the NATO 
peacekeeping force in 
Kosovo (KFOR).
Speaking at the ceremony, the 
Consul General of Turkey in 
Prizren, Eylem Altunya, said 
the Turkish Representative 
Committee Presidency carries 
out many projects that honor 
the Republic of Turkey.

“I believe that the project 
carried out by the Turkish 
Representative Committee 
will contribute to the better 
education of the students at 
this school,” said Altunya.
The head of the Turkish 
Representative Committee 
Presidency, Colonel Cem 
Sinan Barim, said they were 
honored and proud to have 
carried out the project.
“Hopefully, students studying 
in these classrooms will be 
educated in comfortable 
conditions and will 
easily adopt and embrace 
knowledge,” said Barim.
Skender Susuri, the head of 
the .... MORE DETAILS

Security forces arrest thousands of suspects for their links 
to PKK and FETO terror groups in past 9 months

Turkey strikes major 
blow to PKK, FETO

By Muhammed Boztepe

ANKARA - Turkish security forces have 
arrested more than 30,000 suspects in 
the past nine months for their links to 
PKK/KCK terror group and Fetullah 
Terrorist Organization (FETO), the 

group behind the 2016 coup attempt, the 
Interior Ministry figures revealed. 
According to the ministry figures 
obtained by Anadolu Agency, the arrests 
of 30,433 people came during anti-terror 
operations conducted across the country 
from Jan. 1 to Sept. 23.

In this period, 11,917 suspects, 
including foreigners, were arrested for 
their links to PKK/KCK terror group, 
while a total of 2,707 out of them were 
remanded into custody. 
In its more than 30-year terror campaign 
against Turkey, the ... MORE DETAILS
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in Africa
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